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Developing valuation approaches
to help identify and reduce inefficiencies
in Bristol’s FEW systems
A 3-year Urban Living Lab experiment
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Final focus areas
1. Avoidable food waste

2. Plastic in commercial food waste

3. Phosphorous

Bristol’s Nutrient Waste Challenge
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Scale of problem: Bristol’s wasted money

Household
Food Waste (HFW)

• National annual cost (purchase price) 4.4 Mt avoidable HFW = £13 billion (using WRAP 2017 data)
• Bristol annual cost (purchase price) = £100m.

Commercial
Food Waste (CFW)

• National annual cost (purchase price) = 3Mt / £4.5 billion
• Using Bristol Waste data, CFW contaminated annually with 100,000 tonnes of plastic.
• Bristol annual cost (direct economic cost) = £51m.

NON-MARKET
VALUATION

BRISTOL HOUSEHOLDS
48,000 t/pa

Bristol’s Food Waste

72% or 34,500 tonnes

could have been eaten. Around 28% is classified as unavoidable
waste, such as tea bags, bones, etc.
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Methodology
RESOURCE COMPONENTS OF FOOD
• Estimated the environmental impacts of
food production & retail using Life Cycle
Assessment study by Tonini (2018)
BRISTOL HOUSEHOLD FOOD WASTE
• Mapping quantities of waste using data from
Bristol Waste Company
• Proportions of avoidable and non-avoidable
food waste from 2019 Bristol Waste
Composition Report and WRAP (2018)

WASTE DISPOSAL & MANAGEMENT
• We mapped how waste is disposed of and
how it is collected and managed in Bristol
using information from stakeholders
• We estimated the environmental/ social
impacts of waste and waste management
using Slorach (2019) and WRAP (2011)

NON-MARKET IMPACTS OF WASTE MANAGEMENT
• We estimated the value of these impacts by
monetising these results using published
environmental prices

Image: mapping how household food waste is disposed of in Bristol

Socio-environmental outcomes

FOOD PRODUCTION

WASTE PROCESSING

Image: relative weight of impacts in terms of value of impact (unit value x quantity of pollutant)

Image: relative weight of effect in terms of value of impact or benefit (unit value x quantity of pollutant)

NOT TO SCALE

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Global Warming: equivalent to 110,000 tonnes of CO2
Photochemical Ozone Formation: 300 tonnes of NMVOCS
Particulate matter: equivalent to 100 tonnes of PM2.5
Marine Eutrophication: equivalent to 600 tonnes (N)
Freshwater Eutrophication: equivalent to 20 tonnes (P)
Human Toxicity: equivalent to 2 cases of cancer
Water Depletion: 200,000 M3 water

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Less Primary Energy Demand: -45,000 Gj
Less Global Warming Potential: -700 tonnes CO2 equiv
Less Freshwater Eutrophication: -0.12 tonnes P equiv
Less Human Toxicity: -300 t 1,4-DB equiv
Less Water Depletion: -6 million tonnes water
More Marine Eutrophication: 12 tonnes N equiv
More VOCs: 18 tonnes NMVOCs
More Particulate matter: 17 tonnes PM10 equiv

Comparing recycling vs reduction
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MACRO-ECONOMIC
VALUATION

Goal 512: Zero Waste 2050…
Transition pathway ‘X-curve’ that conceptualises the phasing out of unsustainable
practice and the growing of sustainable practices (Loorbach D et al, 2017)

…no losers?

Four hypothetical scenarios: annual targets + re-spending

Commodities / services
Standard Industrial
Classifications (SICs)

% of disposable
household income

Food and non-alcoholic drinks

11

Rent

9

Mortgage and council tax

8

Household goods and services (furniture,
textiles, appliances, cleaning)

7

Operation of personal transport

6

Holidays abroad

6

Purchase of vehicles

5

Electricity and gas

4

Clothing and footwear

4

Public transport

3

Internet and phone

3

Restaurant and café meals

3

Alcohol, water and hair products/toiletries

2

- ONS, 2018

Impacts: domestic goods,
incomes and CO2

Yearly changes in demand for domestically produced goods (£1000s)

Yearly impact on income of resource owners (£1000s)

Yearly income impact (£1000s)

Changes in CO2 emissions (tonnes)

HEADLINE FINDINGS

Economy

• No re-spending: £4.6 billion decrease in economic activity (esp. food retail, logistics)
• With re-spending: £702 million increase in economic activity (shift to e.g. tourism / clothing)
• Tax implications relatively minimal

Carbon

Market failure

• Carbon benefits relatively small based on current prices of different pollutions
• Overall increase in CO2? (e.g. increase in holidays/clothing).

• Wasted food is valued – perversely – as a benefit to the economy
• Currently no / insufficient economic motivations for agents to reduce food waste
• Risks are significant - support needed.
• Food sector not keen on disruption? - “second face of power” - Cairney, P (2012)

Transition risks

• Government intervention necessary to soften potential income losses in the food / plastic
sectors
• Support may be sought from those who substantially benefit (e.g. the tourism sector).
• Gradual reduction over decades, potentially, manageable?

i.e. National Government stuck?

What can Bristol do?

Work in progress…

STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES
• Reliance on national level intervention?
• Cities have such limited resource (inc. fiscal autonomy)
• Benefits - especially environmental - accrue nationally
and internationally, so justification for city-level action
is arguably weaker.

• ?

• Other?

OPPORTUNITIES
• Cities have some control over consumer behaviour?
(e.g. local campaigns/awareness raising)?
• Potential benefits nationally might be used in
negotiating with central government: e.g.
• Spending reviews
• Bristol as city innovator for Govt
• Better awareness of macro-challenge may incentivise
local action?
• Other?

THREATS

• ?

IMPACTS

Instrumental
• WASTE FEW ULL contributed “most definitely” (BFN) to Bristol winning Going for Gold
• The micro-valuation work was “very helpful” and “gave confidence” (in supporting so clearly the waste
hierarchy)

1. Instrumental (e.g.
Actual changes in
policy or practice)
2. Conceptual (E.g. Broad
new understanding/
awareness-raising)
3. Capacity-Building (E.g.
Training of students or
professionals, CPD)
4. Attitudinal or cultural
(research) (E.g.
Increased willingness
in general to engage in
new collaborations)
5. Attitudinal or cultural
(practical) (E.g. Willing
to change agriculture
practices / drinking or
eating habits)
6. Enduring connectivity
(E.g. Follow-on
interactions – joint
proposals, reciprocal
visits, workshops,
relationships)
Adapted from Reed (2016),
Struyer et al (2000) and
UKRI (2020)

• Bristol Waste will be using non-market valuation in its campaign this year (2022)
• “The Schumacher Institute’s new ‘Hexalemma’ framework – developing in WASTE FEW ULL - now being
used to look at energy transition involving major UK Distribution Systems Operator (DSO).” (TSI)
Conceptual
• The newly integrated conceptual macro-economic/scenario model “helps shape directions of solutions…walk
you through that complexity’” (RF).
• It is “fascinating…makes you think about things differently…needs a bigger conversation” (Bristol Waste);
• “very helpful for us taking a look at the One City Plan goals” (BFN).
• “fascinating – right to try to pick out who would be winners and losers at a global level…the numbers are
big/striking on their own.” (WW)
Attitudinal or cultural* (research)
• “The project added to the capacity, credibility and profile of The Schumacher Institute… demonstrated the
value of systems approaches to complex interactions of infrastructure and people.” (TSI)
• “Very useful in bringing key actors together, wouldn’t have happened otherwise…empowering with key
people on the Food Waste Action Group” (BFN)
• “The project forged close ties among the ULL participants…plans and initiatives involving the FEW nexus will
be smoother and more likely to succeed.” (TSI)
Enduring connectivity
Presentation scheduled with the Food Waste Action Group, with potential for follow on meetings with Bristol CC
at Cabinet level and the One City Team.

Thank you
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